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Reviewer's report:

Dear Dr Jean Paul Dzoyem

Manuscript: Neuroprotective effect of spirulina fusiform and amantadine 2 in the 6-OHDA induced Parkinsonism in rats.

Authors revised properly manuscript and removed many of major and minor concerns. However, there are several concerns that must be corrected to convert manuscript to acceptable article.

1- First of all, the language level of the paper is still too poor and there are several grammatical and typing errors.

2- Abstract is not completely according to manuscript body. For example, authors described site of 6-OHDA injection in abstract in dorsal striatum but in method section it was MFB.

3- Discussion section is too long and it should be decreased to half of present discussion.

4- In sup 3 authors still did rotational tests at 6 and 13 days after 6-OHDA injection. This supplement must be corrected as manuscript.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.